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Description

The present invention relates to a method and

apparatus for testing the integrity of filter elements in a

filter assembly comprising a plurality of filter elements.

The invention is particularly applicable to filter systems

comprising a very large number of filter elements where

the determination of a defective element among so may

elements becomes difficult.

Large dimensioned filter systems of various con-

struction are known in which 1 00 or more filter elements

are arranged in one large filter housing. In many appli-

cations, for example, in the food ad beverage industry or

in the pharmaceutical industry, large scale filtration also

has to be carried out under sterile conditions. Not only

the filter housing but the filter elements along with the fil-

ter material must be regularly sterilized. Such steriliza-

tion performed for example with hot water or steam can

deteriorate the integrity of the filter material, especially

when the sterilization has to be carried out frequently.

Deterioration of the filter material and/or other parts

of the filter element can also arise in other applications,

for example, when chemically aggressive substances or

high temperature gases are to be filtered. The deteriora-

tion of the filter element can occur in the form of the filter

material itself being degraded or a joining of the filter

material to the filter housing may become defective and

act as a by-pass, i.e. have an opening greater than pore

size.

In large filter systems the degradation of one or

more individual filter elements can lead to a substantial

bacteria contamination of the filtered fluid and possibly

the shutdown of the filtration operation. Finding the par-

ticular element or elements responsible among the 100

or more elements can be a very time-consuming task,

particularly if this is done on a trial and error basis.

Means of locating the defective elements in a system-

atic way are needed.

In GB-A-2 132 366 a method and device for testing

the permeability of membrane filters is described. Per-

meability, bubble point and thus pore size, of a mem-

brane filter is determined exclusively by measurements

performed on the inlet side of said membrane filter.

Such measurement is performed by measuring the var-

iation with time of pressure within a dosed volume with

respect to a reference pressure system or by measuring

the quantity of gas per unit of time flowing with respect

to a reference pressure system or else by measuring

said pressure variation twice and draining during the

second measurement a predetermined quantity of gas

from the space being tested. The essential advantage

of the method described in GB-A-2 132 366 consists in

the fact that measurements can be made on the inlet

side of the membrane filters so that the measuring pro-

cedure per se will not contaminate a sterile filter. More-

over, the method for testing the permeability of

membrane filters in GB-A-2 132 366 uses a wetted

membrane filter.

In DE-A-38 05 361 an integral filter having a perme-

able tubular shell consisting of several tubular filter ele-

ments having different filter properties is described. In

the introductory part of the specification it is stated that

5 one result of filter assemblies with a plurality of filter ele-

ments is that deviations from said point flow are of the

same order of magnitude, whether caused by a defec-

tive filter element or by other influence factors.

The object of the present invention is therefore to

io provide a method of testing the integrity of a large

number of filter elements and a filter assembly for carry-

ing out the method by which damaged filter elements

can be isolated in a rapid, systematic and efficient man-

ner.

15 In accordance with the present invention a method

of testing the integrity of filament elements is provided

as defined in the claims. A plurality of filter elements to

be tested, preferably following a sterilization procedure,

are wetted (preferably with water). The filter elements

20 with wetted filter material are then subjected to a gas

pressure, preferably air pressure, and the resulting gas

flow rate collectively through all of the filter elements is

measured. By comparing the measured flow rate with a

first desired flow rate, the integrity of the filter elements

25 of the entire assembly can be determined. This is

accomplished by calculating the amount of deviation

between the measured air flow rate and the first desired

flow rate. If the deviation falls within a first preset range,

this is an indication that all of the elements are intact.

30 In a preferred embodiment, when the measured

gas flow rate exceeds the first desired flow rate by an

amount outside of the preset range, this is an indication

that at least one of the filter elements is defective. In this

embodiment, gas passage through a first section con-

35 taining only a portion of the plurality of filter elements is

then closed off. The flow rate through the remaining fil-

ter elements is measured and compared with a second

desired flow rate corresponding to the resulting reduced

number of filter elements. When this comparison shows

40 that the measured flow rate is within a second preset

range, this indicates that the reduced number of filter

elements are intact, while the sought after defective ele-

ment or elements are located in the first section of ele-

ments which were closed off in the test.

45 If however, the defective element or elements are

not found in this first section of closed off elements, the

above procedure is repeated by successively closing

the gas passage in further sections until that section is

found which has the defective element or elements. The

so test procedure has the advantage that individual sec-

tions of a large number of filter elements can be

checked in a systematic manner. Once the defective

section is isolated, the individual elements of this sec-

tion being of smaller number can be tested rapidly.

55 According to the present invention a filter assembly

is also provided for carrying out the above method as

defined in the claims. The filter assembly comprises a

plurality of filter elements, where the elements are sub-

divided into a plurality of sections, each containing a

2



3 EP 0 518 250 B1

portion of the filter elements. Each section is provided

with an outlet header connected to the individual outlet

openings of each of the filter elements in its section. The

assembly further comprises valve means arranged in

an outlet conduit connected to each of the outlet head-

ers. With these valve means gas flow can be closed off

to any particular section during the test procedure. This

arrangement allows the isolation of individual groups of

elements, which is an enormous time-saving advantage

in locating individual damaged elements.

In a further embodiment, the plurality of filter ele-

ments are arranged in a common vessel containing the

fluid to be filtered, where each filter element has a filter

material surface which is in direct contact with the influ-

ent fluid. This arrangement of the filters provides that

the gas pressure applied during the integrity test to the

filter inlet surface is the same for all filter elements.

In a further embodiment it has been found that the

sections of filter elements should preferably comprise 2

to 15 filter elements, more preferably 3 to 7 filter ele-

ments.

Further objects and advantages of the present

invention will become apparent through the following

description of preferred embodiments in conjunction

with the drawing.

Fig. 1 shows a preferred embodiment of the filter

assembly according to the present invention.

Figs. 2a to 2d show a further embodiment of the fil-

ter assembly according to the present invention.

Turning to Fig. 1, a filter assembly in accordance

with one embodiment of the present invention is shown.

A plurality of filter elements 1 are arranged in a housing

shown in the form of a large vessel 6. An inlet conduit 8

communicates with the inner volume of the vessel 6.

After passing the filter elements 1 , the filtrate leaves the

vessel 6 through the conduits 5. Outlet conduit 7 col-

lects the outgoing filtrate. The basic elements of the fil-

ter assembly described above are shown in Fig. 2 in

another ernbodiment, where the inlet and outlet of the

fluid to be filtered is located below the vessel 6 contain-

ing the filter elements 1.

The filter assembly in accordance with the invention

further comprises an outlet header 2 which is connected

to the individual outlet openings 3 of the filter elements

1 . The filter elements are divided into a number of sec-

tions 10 each having one outlet header 2. Only one sec-

tion is illustrated in Fig. 1. In the embodiment of Fig. 2,

six sections of filter elements are illustrated, as best

seen in Fig. 2c. The filter assembly further comprises

valve means 4 located in the outlet conduits 5, which

are connected to each of the outlet headers 2.

The valve means can be any suitable type of valve,

preferably valves which can be employed in a computer-

controller automated system. Such valves include ball

valves, clack valves or membrane valves. The headers

or adapters 2 are designed to connect to the outlet

openings 3 of a predetermined number of filter ele-

ments 1 . In this arrangement, gas flow through ail of the

elements 1 in the section 10 can be controlled by the

single valve 4 in the outlet conduit 5. Several sections

10 of the filter elements can also be closed off simulta-

neously. The filter elements in such filter systems are

generally of cylindrical form, whereby the outer portion

5 of the cylinder is made up of the filter material. As

shown in Fig. 1 , the outer surface 9 of the filter material

is in direct contact with the interior of the vessel 6. The

filter elements can be mounted onto the outlet header 2

in any convenient manner. The outlet header is prefera-

70 bly formed of a synthetic material. PVDF is particularly

preferred.

The filter assembly of the present invention is suited

for applications in industry where the filter elements

may be damaged through purification, decontamination

is or sterilization procedures which are necessary for rea-

sons of product quality. For example in the beverage

industry absolutely sterile conditions are required. After

a production time, i.e. filtration operation time, of one or

more days, such systems must be evacuated and sub-

20 jected to a sterilization treatment. The filter elements

may be damaged due to the high temperatures and

pressures used in sterilization, which is normally carried

out with steam and/or hot water. If the filter elements do

not withstand such treatment or their material structure

25 is altered, the specified and validated removal efficiency

is no longer available when the normal production oper-

ation of the system is restarted.

According to the present invention, the integrity of

the filter elements can be tested at this point, i.e. before

30 restart of the filter operation. According to the present

method, the integrity of the filter elements is tested mak-

ing use of a filter assembly sub-divided into a plurality of

sections as described above. The test is based on the

gas diffusion and bulk flow through liquid wetted filter

35 elements. One important application of this method is

sterile filter operations where microorganisms should be

retained by the filter material. In this case, the pore size

of the filter material must remain correspondingly small,

in other words the sterilization treatment should not

40 enlarge the pore sizes to the extent that microorgan-

isms could pass the filter material.

The integrity of the elements is determined by first

wetting the filter material, preferably with water for

hydrophilic membranes. If the filter material is hydro-

45 phobic, the wetting agent is preferably a solvent or alco-

hol or a liquid mixture of low surface tension. Wetting

can be performed by filling the vessel 6 with the wetting

agent through an inlet connection 1 1 , followed by drain-

ing the vessel through an outlet connection 1 2. The wet-

so ting agent is selected depending on the filtration

problem and the correspondingly selected filter mate-

rial.

After wetting, the filter elements are subjected to a

fluid pressure. The test fluid can be supplied through the

55 conduit 13 of Fig. 1. Depending on the application, tfie

fluid can be a gas or a liquid, although a gas is particu-

larly preferred. Suitable gases include air or nitrogen.

In the present embodiment, air is the preferred gas

medium. The gas is supplied to the interior of the vessel

3



5 EP 0 518 250 B1 6

at a pressure in the range of 50 to 6000 mbar. When

supplying the gas, the valves 4 in the outlet conduits 5

are held open. The pressure of the supplied gas is pref-

erably maintained at a constant value during the testing

procedure. 5

The resulting gas flow rate through the wetted filter

material of all of the plurality of filter elements 1 is then

measured by a measuring device (not shown). This

measured flow rate is compared with a desired flow rate

which corresponds to the situation in which the filters 10

are in their intact condition. This desired flow rate can

also be set to account for possible clogging of the filter

element through previous use. Other operational

parameters, for example the type of filter or how long it

has been in operation will also determine this value. If 15

the deviation between the measured flow rate and the

first desired flow rate lies within a first preset range, this

indicates that all of the filter elements are intact and the

integrity test is completed with a positive result.

On the other hand, when the measured gas flow 20

rate exceeds the first desired flow rate by an amount

greater than allowed by the first preset control range,

the method of testing is continued further to locate the

defective elements. In this embodiment, the gas pas-

sage is closed by means of the valves 4 through at least 25

one section of the filter elements containing a portion of

the plurality of filter elements. As indicated above, either

one of the sections 10 or several such sections can be

closed off simultaneously by actuation of the individual

valves 4, as is best seen in Fig. 2. 30

Having closed off at least one section, the gas flow

rate through the wetted filter material of the remaining

filter elements is now measured. This new flow rate is

then compared to a second desired flow rate corre-

sponding to the resulting reduced number of filter ele- 35

ments available for gas passage. From this comparison,

the deviation is determined and compared with a sec-

ond preset range, which may also be different from the

first preset range depending on the number of filter ele-

ments available. When this deviation is within the sec- 40

ond preset range, this indicates that the filter elements

passed are intact, while the one or more sections of fil-

ter elements which have been closed off must contain

the defective elements. If the newly measured flow rate,

on the other hand, exceeds the second desired flow rate 45

by an amount outside of the allowed range, the steps

above are repeated where the gas passage is dosed off

for successive individual sections or possibly further

groups of sections until a single section of filter ele-

ments is located having the defective element or ele- so

merits.

The particular choice of which section or group of

sections is closed off first, or what sections at what loca-

tions in the vessel are closed off in what sequence will

depend on the particular application. This may also 55

depend on the operator of the filtration system who has

knowledge of which groups or sections of elements

have been operating in the system longer and are more

likely to lose their filtration capacity.

After the single section having defective elements is

isolated, the individual elements can be examined one

by one. It has been found through experimentation that

a reliable test of integrity can be performed when up to

40 filter elements are contained in each section. It is

presently preferred that each section comprise 2 to 15

filter elements, more preferably 3 to 7 filter elements.

The present method is particularly suitable for ster-

ile filtration systems where the filter material of the filter

elements is of the membrane type. Such filter mem-

brane material will present a barrier to bacteria or to

micro-organisms possibly contained in the fluid to be fil-

tered. The present method and filter assembly therefore

is particularly suited but not limited to application in the

beverage and pharmaceutical industries.

It is also contemplated that the entire method be

fully automated. The necessary servo-mechanisms for

controlling the valves for gas inlet and outlet belong to

the filtration system. Means for the measurement of flow

rates are well-known in the art. Computational means

for performing the comparisons of measured and

desired flow rates are also well-known in systems con-

trol.

Claims

1 . A method of testing the integrity of filter elements in

a filter assembly comprising a plurality of filter ele-

ments which are sub-divided into a plurality of sec-

tions each containing filter elements said method

comprising the steps:

a) wetting the filter material of said plurality of

filter elements,

b) subjecting the filter elements with wetted fil-

ter material to a gas pressure,

c) measuring the bulk gas flow rate through the

wetted filter material of all of said plurality of fil-

ter elements,

d) determining whether the measured flow rate

deviates from a first desired flow rate by an

amount within a first preset range, wherein a

deviation within said preset range indicates

that all filter elements are intact, and if the

measured bulk gas flow rate exceeds said first

desired flow rate by an amount greater than

allowed by said first preset range,

e) closing the gas passage through at least one

section of filter elements containing a portion of

said plurality of filter elements.

f) measuring the bulk gas flow rate through the

wetted filter material of the remaining filter ele-

ments, and

4
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g) determining whether the measured flow rate

of step f) deviates from a second desired flow

rate corresponding to the resulting reduced

number of filter elements by an amount within a

second preset range, s

wherein a deviation within said second preset

range indicates that one or more of the filter ele-

ments in said at least one section of step e) is not

intact, and if the measured bulk gas flow rate of 10

step f) exceeds said second desired flow rate by a

amount greater than allowed by said second preset

rage, the steps e), f) and g) are repeated while clos-

ing the gas passage in step e) for other sections of

said plurality of filter elements until a deviation is 15

found in step g) indicating a single section of filter

elements in which at least one filter element is not

intact.

2. Method of one of the preceding claims, wherein 20

said gas pressure is in the range of 50 to 6000

mbar.

3. Method of one of the preceding claims, wherein

said gas pressure is held at a constant value. 25

4. Method of one of the preceding claims wherein said

gas is air.

5. Method of one of the preceding claims wherein said 30

filter elements have been subjected to a steriliza-

tion at high temperatures prior to said integrity test-

ing.

6. A filter assembly for carrying out the method of one 35

of the claims 1 to 5 comprising:

a plurality of filter elements (1), where said plu-

rality of filter elements is divided into a plurality

of sections (10) each containing a portion of 40

said filter elements,

an outlet header (2) connected to each one of

said plurality of sections (1 0), said header com-

municating with the individual outlet openings 45

(3) of the filter elements in said each one sec-

tion,

valve means (4) arranged in a outlet conduit (5)

connected to each outlet header (2). so

7. Filter assembly of claim 6, wherein said plurality of

filter elements (1) are arranged in a common vessel

(6) containing the fluid to be filtered, each filter ele-

ment having a fflter material surface (9) in direct 55

contact with said fluid to be filtered.

8. Rlter assembly of claim 6 or 7, wherein each said

section of filter elements connected to each said

outlet header (2) comprises in the range of 2 to 15

filter elements, in particular in the range of 3 to 7 fil-

ter elements.

PatentansprOche

1. Verfahren zum Testen des Betriebszustands von

Rlterelementen einer Filteranordnung, die eine

Vielzahl von Rlterelementen aufweist, die in eine

Vielzahl von Abschnitten unterteilt sind, wobei jeder

Rlterelemente umfaBt, wobei das Verfahren die

Schritte aufweist:

a) Benetzen des Filtermaterials der Vielzahl

von Filterelementen,

b) Aussetzen der Rlterelemente mit dem
benetzten Filtermaterial einem Gasdruck,

c) Messen der groBen GasdurchfluBrate durch

das benetzte Filtermaterial aller der Vielzahl

von Rlterelementen,

d) Bestimmen, ob die gemessene DurchfluB-

rate von einer ersten erwQnschten DurchfluB-

rate urn einen Betrag in einem ersten

voreingestellten Bereich abweicht, wobei eine

Abweichung in dem voreingestellten Bereich

anzeigt, daB alle Rlterelemente intakt sind, und

wenn die gemessene gesamte Ga9durchfluBrate

die erste erwQnschte DurchfluBrate urn einen

Betrag Qbersteigt, der grflBer ist als der durch den

ersten voreingestellten Bereich erlaubte Betrag ist,

e) Sperren des Gasdurchgangs durch minde-

stens einen Abschnitt von Rlterelementen, der

einen Teil der Vielzahl von Filterelementen ent-

hait,

f) Messen der gesamten GasdurchfluBrate

durch das benetzte Filtermaterial der restlichen

Rlterelemente, und

g) Bestimmen, ob die in Schritt f) gemessene

DurchfluBrate von einer zweiten erwQnschten

DurchfluBrate, die der resultierenden verringer-

ten Anzahl von Filterelementen entspricht, urn

einen Betrag in einem zweiten voreingestellten

Bereich abweicht,

wobei eine Abweichung in dem zweiten vorein-

gestellten Bereich anzeigt, daB ein Rlterele-

merrt Oder mehrere Rlterelemente in dem

mindestens einen Abschnitt von Schritt e) nicht

intakt ist bzw. sind, und

wenn die gemessene gesamte GasdurchfluBrate

von Schritt f) die zweite erwQnschte DurchfluBrate

urn einen Betrag Qbersteigt, der grOBer als der

5
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zweite voreingestellte Bereich ist, die Schritte e), f)

und g) wiederhott werden, wahrend der Gasdurch-

gang im Schritt e) fur andere Abschnitte der Viel-

zahl von Filterelementen abgeschnltten wird, bis

eine Abweichung im Schritt g) gefunden wird, die 5

einen einzigen Abschnitt von Filterelementen

anzeigt, in dem mindestens ein Filterelement nicht

intakt ist.

2. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden AnsprO- 10

che, wobei der Gasdruck in dem Bereich von 50 bis

6000 mbar liegt.

3. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Anspru-

che, wobei der Gasdruck auf einem konstanten 15

Wert gehalten wird.

4. Verfahren nach einen der vorangehenden Anspru-

che, wobei das Gas Luft ist.

20

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorangehenden Anspru-

che, wobei die Filterelemente vor dem Betriebszu-

standstest einer Sterilisation bei hohen

Temperaturen ausgesetzt worden sind.

25

6. Filteranordnung zum Ausfuhren des Verfahrens

nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 5, die aufweist:

7. Rlteranordnung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Viel-

zahl von Rrterelementen (1) in einem gemeinsa-

men GeffiB (6) angeordnet ist, das das zu fifternde 45

Ruid enthait, wobei jedes Filterelement eine Filter-

materialoberfiache (9) aufweist, die in direktem

Korrtakt mit dem zu filternden Ruid stent.

8. Rlteranordnung nach Anspruch 6 Oder 7, wobei so

jeder Abschnitt von Rrterelementen, der jeweils mit

dem AuslaBkopfstGck (2) verbunden ist, 2 bis 15 Fil-

terelemente. und insbesondere 3 bis 7 Filterele-

mente aufweist.

55

Revendications

1. Proc6d6 de test de llntegrite d'eiements filtrants

d'un ensemble de filtre comportant plusieurs 6I6-

ments filtrants qui sont subdivis6s en plusieurs

trongons, chacun comportant des elements fil-

trants, ledit proc6d6 comportant les stapes consis-

tent^:

a) humidifier le materiau filtrant desdits plu-

sieurs elements filtrants,

b) soumettre les elements filtrants, munis d'un

materiau filtrant humidifie & une pression de

gaz,

c) mesurer le debit de gaz important traversant

le materiau filtrant humidifie de tous lesdits plu-

sieurs elements filtrants,

d) determiner si le debit mesure d6vie d'un pre-

mier d6bit voulu d'une quantity srtu6e dans une

premiere plage preetablie, dans lequel une

deviation situ6e dans ladite plage preetablie

indique que tous les elements filtrants sont

intacts, et

si ie d6bit de gaz important mesure

depasse ledit premier debit voulu d'une quan-

tite plus grande que permise par ladite pre-

miere plage preetablie,

e) fermer le passage de gaz traversant au

moins un trongon d'eiements filtrants compor-

tant une partie desdits plusieurs elements fil-

trants,

f) mesurer le debit de gaz important traversant

le materiau filtrant humidifie des elements fil-

trants restants, et

g) determiner si le debit mesur6 de retape f)

d6vie d'un second debit voulu correspondant

au nombre r6duit resultant d'eiements filtrants

d'une quant'rte situee dans une seconde plage

preetablie,

dans lequel une deviation dans ladite

seconde plage preetablie indique qu'un ou plu-

sieurs des elements filtrants situes dans ledit au

moins un trongon de retape e) n'est pas intact, et si

le debit de gaz important mesure de retape f)

depasse ledit second debit voulu d'une quantite

plus grande que permise par ladite seconde plage

preetablie, les etapes e). f) et g) sont repetees tout

en fermant le passage de gaz & retape e) d'autres

trongons desdits plusieurs elements filtrants

jusqu'& ce qu'une deviation soit trouvee & retape g)

indiquant un trongon unique d'eiements filtrants

dans lequel au moins un element filtrant n'est pas

intact

2. Proc6d6 selon la revendication 1 , dans lequel ladite

pression de gaz est situee dans la plage allant de

50 & 6000 mbar.

3. Proc6de selon i'une quelconque des revendications

precedentes, dans lequel ladite pression de gaz est

maintenue d une valeur constante.

20

25

eine Vielzahl von Filterelementen (1), wobei

die Vielzahl von Rrterelementen in eine Viel- 30

zahl von Abschnitten (10) aufgeteilt ist, von

denen jeder einen Teil der Filterelemente ent-

hait,

ein AuslaBkopfstOck (2), die jeweils mit jedem

der Abschnitte (10) verbunden sind, wobei die 35

Kopfstucke jeweils mit den einzelnen AuslaB-

Offnungen (3) der Filterelemente in jedem

Abschnitt in Vertindung stehen und eine Ventil-

einrichtung (4), die in einer AuslaBteitung (5)

angeordnet ist, die jeweils mit jedem AuslaB- 40

kopfstuck (2) verbunden ist.

50

55
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4. Proced6 selon Tune quelconque des revendications

pr6c6dentes, dans lequel ledit gaz est de Pair.

5. Proc6d6 selon Tune quelconque des revendications

pr6c6dentes, dans lequel lesdits elements filtrants s

ont ete soumis k une sterilisation a hautes tempe-

ratures avant ledit test d'integrite.

6. Ensemble de filtre pour mettre en oeuvre le pro-

c6de selon Tune quelconque des revendications 1 k 10

5 comportant

:

plusieurs elements filtrants (1), dans lesquels

lesdits plusieurs elements filtrants sont divises

en plusieurs trongons (10) comportant chacun is

une partie desdits elements filtrants,

un collecteur de sortie (2) reli6 k chaque tron-

gon desdits plusieurs trongons (10), ledit col-

lecteur de sortie communiquant avec les

ouvertures de sortie individuelles (3) des ele- 20

ments filtrants situ6s dans ledit chaque tron-

gon,

des moyens fbrmant vanne (4) agences dans

un conduit de sortie (5) relive k chaque collec-

teur de sortie (2). 25

7. Ensemble de filtre selon la revendication 6, dans

lequel lesdits plusieurs Elements filtrants (1) sont

agenc6s dans un recipient commun (6) comportant

le fluide k f iltrer, chaque element filtrant comportant so

une surface de materiau filtrant (9) en contact direct

avec ledit fluide &f iltrer.

8. Ensemble de filtre selon la revendication 6 ou 7,

dans lequel chaque dit trongon d'elements filtrants 35

relie k chaque dit collecteur de sortie (2) comporte

de 2 k 15 elements filtrants, en particulier de 3 k 7

elements filtrants.
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